
HOW TO SIGN UP
CLIENTS ON THE PHONE

USING OUR PRE CRAFTED PLUG AND PLAY
CALL STRATEGY 



Hey X
 

How Are You? How’s Your Day Been? 
 

From There Just Generally Strike An Informal Chit-Chat To
Break The Ice! Ask About Their Day, Get The Conversation

Flowing Then You Can Set The Tone If Needed!
 

"First Of All, Thanks For Jumping On The Call With Me! I Can’t
Wait To Help You! Why don’t you talk me through where you’re

at now with your training, your nutrition and how happy you
are with things currently... 

 
Listen Out For Any Emotional Triggers and if they don't give
out their emotionial issues, you can then ask questions to

prompt it! For example "so you want to lose 10lbs...what would
that do/mean for you?... I Feel Unconfident...I Have A

Wedding.... I'm Fed Up Of Being Skinny etc... From This You
Can Then Gather Notes About What Is Emotionally Triggering

Them And Use As Ammo Later On In The Call! 
 

P.S - Remember If They Filled Out Your Pre Frame Application
- You Can See Their Struggles/Goals Before The Call Too!

1.CHAT & LISTEN TO EMOTIONAL
TRIGGERS



2. LISTEN TO THE PROBLEMS
After setting the tone for the call, you have now set the call up nicely to
listen to the current struggles/problems that your potential client may

have!
 
 
 

Throughout this period, keep making notes (potential plan of action for
them in your head) and use language like 'we can definitely achieve that'

and 'when you sign up we can do this....'.
 

Keep Emphasising With The Client! 'I Know What You Mean... I Have
Clients In A Similar Position..."

 
After the client has spoken about their current problems. Just assure

them and say you can help and don’t worry, your problem is surprisingly
common and you can get a strategy in place to help with that!

 
You can then use a previous client or someone you have helped in a

similar position as some social proof!
 

"I know it’s the key thing holding you back at the moment – but you’re
not the only one. And there are ways around it. My client X used to do
the exact same thing as you. As soon as we did XYZ he then started

dropping body fat/gaining muscle really quickly!" RELATE TO
GOAL/PROBLEM OF CLIENT

NOTE - Remember People Only Care About Themselves! Refrain From Talking About Yourself/Your Credentials Too
Much! They Only Care About Their Problems and If You Can Solve Them! This Is Your Chance To Show That!



3. FINDING THE TRIGGERS
 
 
 

Finding the emotional triggers of why the client potentially wants to
work with you can make or break the sale! They can outline all of the

problems in the world, but finding out WHY that is a problem is the key!
We want to know WHY they want to lose 2 stone, what's it going to do
for them? Is their partner un attracted to them? Are they on the verge

of health implications? Finding out the deeper emotion behind problems
is important and here are some questions that can help you discover

them!
 

Why Do You Want To Lose 10lbs?
How Much Weight Do You Want To Lose?

Why That Amount?
Why Does It Matter?

Why Are You Struggling?
What's The Current Problem?
What Have You Tried Before?

Why Haven't Things Worked Previously?
 
 



"I have to say, with everything we’ve just discussed about your current
position, your goals and what this coaching is going to do for you – I

think we’re on the same wavelength here. I’m confident that you’d be a
really good fit for my  coaching! Do you want me to run you through how

it works?"
 

Then run through the three pillars and show/validate how your training
will help them, your nutrition will help them and how your

support/accountability will help them. It’s the last trainer/programme
they will ever need…

This is essentially your chance to sell your services. Remember it's not
just about saying programming, nutrition and check ins.... it's about what
the individual aspects of your service are going to do for them and help

with their end result!

4. VALIDATE YOUR SERVICES

Think Of This In 3 Pillars:
Pillar 1 - What Can You Do To Help The Client?

Pillar 2 - What Will You Provide To The Client To Help Them
Improve/Reach Goal

Pillar 3 - The Logic In Paying For Your Coaching (why waste 1000's on
gym membership and supps when you haven't actually got anywhere)



First of all, outline your programme commitments
and explain the benefits. "So I like to work with

people for a minimum of 12 weeks as it A) works
out cheaper for you and B) you get better results as

I can really learn your body + 12 weeks is a good
time frame to see big physical differences! 

In terms of pricing I offer 12 Weeks Coaching For X
Amount Upfront…..

 
THEN GO SILENT AND WAIT FOR THEM TO ANSWER

A good way to start this is after running through your
services, drop them a "how does that sound?" and "do you

have any more questions?"
Chances are they may ask how much your services are and

then it is your time to shine!

5. ASKING/TAKING PAYMENT



COMMON OBJECTIONS
 

You may however get some very common objections, but that is fine as we have strategy
to combat them! 

If the client cant afford the upfront payment, you can offer split pay via stripe which
means they can still keep the cheaper price! Take 50% Now and 50% in 30 Days!

 
If they can't even do that then I would advise on giving them a day or two to think about
it and then if they still don't want to go for your higher/premium coaching offer then you

can go ahead and offer them your monthly subscription or LOWER TIER offer (maybe
check ins every other week etc)....

 
And if that also fails (need to wait for payday...) You can either say look have a day

thinking about what may be best for you (after describing your tiers of coaching) and
then follow them up after a day and see how they are feeling! If they are super keen and

it is just the case of not having the full amount until pay day then you can offer to
guarantee their spot for a deposit today totalling 25% of your upfront coaching cost or

50% of your monthly - whatever they are going to go for! 
 

YOU CAN USE STRIPE FOR ALL OF THESE!
 
 

After going silent, they are then going to think about it in their head
and instantly come to a decision. If Its A YES! Go ahead and explain
to get started you will need to take the payment right now (using

stripe - a globally recognised secure paying system) and then from
there you can get their consultation form over right away and get

crafting their plans!

6. CLOSING THE SALE



Now we have gone over some of the most common objections in terms of
taking payment. It is important to note there are also common objections that
occur beyond the 'I can't afford it' barrier and by preparing for these scenarios
it will allow you to handle them a lot better, hopefully leading you to sign that

client!  

7. HANDLING OBJECTION

OBJECTION: "I'll Think About It"
SOLUTION: What's Stopping You From Jumping On Board Today?

 
OBJECTION: 'It's Too Expensive'

SOLUTION: I Do Have Different Tiers To My Coaching That May Suit You
Better?

 
OBJECTION: 'I'm Just Not Sure' 

SOLUTION: 'Do You Feel This Programme Is Right For You?' 

Another Good Way To Handle Objections Is Utilise What They Have Said
Previously In The Call And Refer Back To Pain. Explain 'I Totally Understand

Where You Are Coming From But If You Remember You Said X,Y,Z... This
Will Solve That!' Then That Should Fire The Potential Client Back Into Focus!

 
Think Of It Like This - OBJECTION - AGREE - BRING BACK TO PAIN - CLOSE


